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Message from the President
Greetings, and I hope you and your
families are keeping safe and
healthy. I also hope you are doing
your part to limit COVID spread
through social distancing and
staying at home!

on Salmonier Line. It has many of
the same facilities as Splash and
Putt cabins, and is located near
St. John's where most PNL
members reside. It offers a pond
for canoeists, while excellent
ocean paddling opportunities for
sea kayaking are an easy drive
away. We hope that Lavrock's
close proximity to St John's and
its affordability will inspire more
of you to attend. Considering the
weather – many of you remember
the year we had 60 cms of snow
at the retreat - we also decided to
shift the event later. This year's
retreat should have been the
Discovery Day long weekend
(June 1 9-22); that will have to
happen next summer.

If you're my age, your grandparents
lived through World War II, while
your parents lived through
incidents such as the Cuban missile
crisis. My generation has not had
to worry about a global conflict.
But now the enemy is not a foreign
power or rogue nation, it's a virus
that has already killed far too many
people. This has had a huge impact
on all of us, including PNL members who enjoy outdoor activities
with their friends. Many of us are Dave at his preferred Starbucks. Photo by Joy Hecht
now working from home, while
some have been laid off since their
On April 30, the province
businesses can no longer operate. You will notice that
announced plans to ease COVID-1 9 restrictions using an
this edition of the Ebb and Flow is only electronic; we
alert system that will see us going from level 5 down to
decided that this would be most appropriate given the
level 1 , based on the impact of the virus on the
restrictions on physical contact.
population. Based on the definitions of levels 5 (where
we are now) and 4 (where we might be in June), the
This is a good time to tell you about the upcoming fall
board decided we had to cancel both the retreat and the
issue, which will be the 20th anniversary edition of the
annual skills school. Should restrictions be eased
Ebb and Flow – and that one will be published on paper!
sufficiently, we have made tentative plans for club
For that issue, we are seeking articles, photographs, and
paddles. I hope we will able to proceed with them;
accounts of paddling adventures over the years,
however we may be limited as to number of participants,
memories of notable people past or present, or any other
which could mean more paddles with fewer paddlers on
stories you would like to share. Whether you're
each. Unfortunately, we are at the whim of the virus, and
remembering PNL, KNL, Tumblehome, or just your
will need to abide by the recommendations of public
paddling buddies, we would love to hear from you.
health officials. The Board will do its best to keep you
updated.
Though the Board has not actually met, we have been
corresponding and working on PNL activities as usual.
In closing let me thank you for your continued interest
Based on feedback from club members who regularly
and support of the PNL Board. Since travel to and from
attend the annual retreat, we decided to change its
our beautiful province appears to a casualty of the current
location and date for this year. As you already know by
pandemic, please take the opportunity to explore areas of
now, the COVID situation has forced us to cancel this
Newfoundland and Labrador you have never seen, and
year's retreat altogether, but we will benefit from what we
support local businesses at the same time. Stay safe and
learned as we plan for next summer. Many people
healthy and do your part to defeat this crisis.
suggested the retreat we find a new location. The Board
listened, and Cathy Carroll and Chris Smith did much of
the work in identifying a new place. We settled on
Lavrock Camp and Conference Centre, just off the TCH
Dave Hickey
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Club Paddles, Summer 2020
The PNL board has developed a list of canoe and kayak
paddles for this summer, but for obvious reasons it is only
tentative. When they will begin and how they will be set
up will depend on how the province allows group
activities as the COVID restrictions are eased. We may
have to limit total numbers, figure out ways to ensure
social distancing, and so on. We'll keep you posted by
email and on our website and facebook pages as things
develop.

Eugene Hynes and Jason Brushett,
Cleaning Ponds on the Avalon
At this year's AGM, the contributions of Eugene Hynes
and Jason Brushett towards protecting our environment
were formally recognized by PNL. In August of 201 8,
Eugene and Jason were the subject of an article in the

The Telegram which detailed their efforts in cleaning up
several ponds on the Avalon Peninsula. PNL is an
organization whose members are passionate about conservation and take great enjoyment in activities such as
paddling, camping and hiking. Furthermore, enshrined
in our constitution under Mission and Goals is a clause
that states "A proactive stance will be taken with respect
to the natural environment and waterways of the
Province." The PNL board was made aware of the
Telegram article and it was suggested we formally
recognize Eugene and Jason for their efforts; when put to
the board we were unanimous in agreement that PNL
formally thank them.
Eugene said that this all started in 201 7 when he was
snorkeling and swimming in Topsail Pond. He noticed
the amount of garbage in the pond and began to pick it
up and bring it ashore. The following week he was
snorkeling in Healey's Pond and made note of the
garbage there; again he began removing it. He saw that
he needed something to assist in this clean up so brought

Kayak Trip to Minchin's Cove, from the 201 6 PNL Retreat
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his kayak to bring it ashore. After completing about 6 or
7 pond clean-ups on his own, he asked his co-worker
Jason Brushett to help in this endeavor. Since that time
Eugene and Jason and have completed approximately 50
of these clean-ups. As well, they have conducted cleanups of beaches and hiking trails. All of the garbage they
collected was disposed of in the appropriate manner, and
when possible items such as metals were recycled. One
woman was even fortunate enough to get her purse and
ID back 1 5 years after it was stolen when Eugene and
Jason found it!
Our environment is irreplaceable and all of us share the
burden of protecting it so that it can be enjoyed by future
generations. This is a shining example of how the efforts
of two people can contribute to the conservation of our
environment, and should serve as inspiration for others to
contribute in a similar manner. Both Eugene and Jason
were presented with certificates of appreciation as well
as gift certificates, along with a rousing round of applause
from PNL members at the AGM.

Presentation of the
Austin Anthony Award
The Austin Anthony Making Waves Awards was created
soon after the merger of Tumblehome Recreational
Canoe Club and Kayak NL to form Paddle Newfoundland
and Labrador. It was felt that members of the club or
people otherwise involved in paddling be recognized for
their dedication to the club. Austin Anthony was a
legendary canoeist and a founding member of
Tumblehome. Longtime PNL board member Gary
Thomas was a friend of Austin, and described him as an
avid paddler who loved the outdoors. Gary also
considers him to be the founding father of paddling in
our province, as well as a tough and relentless instructor.
However behind the gruffness was a soft heart and a
desire to give his students the best and safest canoeing
experience possible. Austin was a member of several
paddling organizations in the province; the St. John's
Canoe Club, the Newfoundland Canoeing Association,
and the Newfoundland and Labrador Canoeing
Association. On a national level he also served on the
board of directors of the Recreational Canoeing
Association, the predecessor to Paddle Canada. When
Tumblehome and KNL merged to become PNL, Austin
was the longest serving member and was awarded a
lifetime membership for contributions to paddling not
only in our province but on a national level as well.
This year's Austin Anthony Award was presented to
Hazen Scarth. Hazen is the consummate volunteer, has
Ebb & Flow Spring 2020

Hazen Scarth at the PNL Retreat

Photo by Joy Hecht

been involved in many organizations, and like Austin
Anthony is an avid paddler and outdoor enthusiast. He
started kayaking in 2008 and joined the KNL board in
201 0. He is a past president of KNL, and has also served
as president of PNL. Hazen has also shown leadership in
other ways. He has led club paddles and helped
organize the annual retreat. He was instrumental in the
application for a grant from Transport Canada which is
used to fund many of the club's activities to promote
paddling and water safety. He is a trained kayak
instructor and has repeatedly taught at the Annual Skills
School. In addition to volunteering with PNL, he has
been involved with O'Brien Farm Foundation in St.
John's. Most recently Hazen has been a member of the
Pippy Park Liaison Committee/Bicycle NL, established to
improve trails in the Three Pond Barrens of Pippy Park,
including grooming the trails in the winter for the benefit
of all Park users. Hazen still volunteers his time with PNL
by soliciting articles for the Ebb and Flow magazine.
Hazen was an obvious choice as a finalist for this award
and we feel he is more than deserving of this honour.
The board of PNL would like to thank Hazen for his
dedication to the club over the years and to again
congratulate him on receiving this prestigious award.
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Coming up in the fall, the 20th
anniversary issue of the Ebb and Flow!
The first edition of the Ebb and Flow was published in the
winter of 2000. A young fella by the name of Richard
Alexander was the first president of Kayak Newfoundland
and Labrador. In our inaugural issue, Richard discussed
how the sport of kayaking, begun earlier by a few
eccentric individuals, had grown to become a widely
popular activity, which deserved a club to serve its
adherents, along with a regular newsletter.
At the time, Richard discussed the role of instructors,
guides, outfitters, and individuals, whose efforts allowed
many of us to enjoy, “secret coves, clear rapids and
gentle ocean swells.” Twenty years later the Ebb and
Flow, now the magazine of Paddle Newfoundland and
Labrador serving both kayakers and canoers, continues to
tell stories of paddling throughout the province, the
country, and indeed the world.
By now we have clearly fulfilled Richard’s vision of a
magazine for members to share stories, knowledge and
friendship. It’s time to celebrate our 20th anniversary!
The anniversary edition of the Ebb and Flow will be
published this fall. Throughout the history of the club –
including Tumblehome Canoe Club, the subsequent
founding of KNL, and the merger of the two to form PNL
in 201 2 - members have come and gone. We'd like to
remember the full history of these clubs, so we are
appealing to both current and past members for stories,
photos or comments to publish in the fall edition..
Here are a few ideas ideas to get you thinking about what
you might contribute! Whether it be a one liner, a story,
a photograph, or whatever else you think of, our intent is
to publish the most comprehensive edition to celebrate
kayaking and canoeing over the past 20 years.
• What is your fondest memory of paddling?
• How did you start paddling, what – or who – got you
interested?
• What was your favourite destination; greatest
expedition?
• Best whale experience…photos
• Iceberg pictures…only when you practised social
(physical) distancing!
• Craziest adventure; most amusing; scariest
• Canoe or kayak personalities
• Greatest community accomplishment: Safety, beach
clean-ups, paddles; introducing paddling to the public
• Skills school…50 years old
Ebb & Flow Spring 2020

• Favourite articles (see the website for back issues)
• The cumulative impact of Tumblehome / KNL / PNL to
the success of paddling and boating safety over the years
• Accomplishments: Tour of the Avalon, circumnavigation of the island, first camping trip; mainland
expeditions
• Retreats… favourite guest instructors?
Of course, there will be space for you to tell of
adventures during the 2020 paddling season, too – we
won't allow the thought that we might not have one!
If you'd like something else to get you thinking, did you
know that all of our back issues are up on our website, at
https://www.paddlenl.ca/Newsletter.html. Go and have a
look – if only to check out the beautiful covers we've
had, year after year!

Updating the PNL Retreat
The Paddle NL retreat has its origins in a vision of
Richard Alexander, the first president of what was then
Kayak NL, to create an Atlantic Symposium bringing
together white water and sea kayakers from all of Atlantic
Canada. The first one was held in 2001 , and they quickly
became an annual event. For Newfoundlanders, travel to
the mainland was complicated, so this soon evolved into
an annual kayaking retreat at Terra Nova Park. When
KNL and Tumblehome Canoe Club merged to form PNL,
the retreat expanded to include canoers as well as
kayakers. World class paddlers were invited as guest
instructors, including such luminaries as Greg Stamer,
Freya Hoffmeister, and Greenland paddler Maligiaq
Padilla. The retreats became like a rite of passage for
new paddlers, attendance rose, and people formed
lifelong bonds – both personal and paddling!
But over the years, attendance began to decline.
Wondering if the event might have run its course, PNL
sent a survey to all of you last fall to ask what was up.
You seemed to have three common concerns: time,
location, and cost. The board formed a committee to
consider these findings and come up with some
solutions.
So here's what we've come up with:

The new time: We're going to switch from cold, snowy
Victoria Day weekend in May, to hopefully-warmer and
sunnier Discovery Day weekend in June.
The new location: Lavrock Camp and Conference Centre
(lavrock.weebly.com), 50 kms from St. John's. The centre
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is on Southwest Pond, just south of the TCH on the
Salmonier Line. Lavrock offers both dormitory-type
accommodations and space for tents; you can cook your
own food on a camp stove or join the group in their
dining hall for catered meals, giving an opportunity for
everyone to eat together. There are no kitchens available
to cook your own food.

The new cost: Staying at Lavrock Camp, including
lodging and full meals, will come to about $200 for the
full weekend, plus the registration fees and traditional
retreat banquet. If you choose to camp out and prepare
your own food, the cost will, of course, be lower.
The new program: Some of the format will remain, such
as the day paddles, socials, and gear swap. We are also
planning mini workshops to share and celebrate the
knowledge and talents of our own experienced paddlers,
including clinics such as boat repair, how to make a
Greenland paddle, food drying for extended excursions,
and whatever else any of you would like to offer.
This should be a great event to kick off our paddling
season. Alas, thanks to COVID it won't be kicking off
this season, but it should be a great start to our summer
next year. We can't wait!

PNL's first international event - and our
first venture into the new world of live
streaming!
On May 6 PNL took its first step into the new world of
virtual gatherings - with its first international audience.
TA Loeffler was originally supposed to tell us about her
trip on the Labrador "river with two names" on April 22 at
the Marine Institute. Well, that wasn't going to happen as
the world has changed around us, so we sharpened our
technical skills, and she did it virtually. It was a definite
hit, with more than forty people participating, including
people from Ireland, England, and the USA!
TA had hoped to show her video about the trip, but the
internet speeds made that impossible. It's up on her
website, though - you can see it at taloeffler.com.
And if you missed the presentation but are curious about
the trip, you can read TA's article about it in last fall's
issue of the Ebb & Flow - which, as you can tell from the
previous article, you can find on the PNL website at
https://www.paddlenl.ca/Newsletter.html.

Lavrock Camp. Photo from their website.
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20 years of
Ebb and
Flow

covers!

You can
see them
all - and read
them all - on the
Paddle NL
website, at
paddlenl.ca/
Newsletters.
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Excitement on the Main River
Planning
We were six middle-aged men - myself (William
Goodridge), Dennis Johnston, Doug Goodridge, Gary
Dinn, Frank O’Dea and Brian McShane - seeking
adventure, and we found more than our share. The
excitement began with a near miss in an overloaded
floatplane struggling to clear the treetops at the south end
of Jackson's Arm. However, the pilot did eventually
deliver all six of us, with gear and canoes, to the
headwaters of the Main River, on the Northern Peninsula,
for the real adrenalin rush. From these headwaters, we
began the 57-kilometre roller coaster ride, with a 400metre drop, descending the rapids of the Main River.
The pristine wilderness of the Main River valley, the
abundance of wildlife, and the spectacular scenery, have
combined to earn this river the designation of “Canadian
Heritage River”. A panorama of varied beauty unfolds
continuously as one descends the river: lush green
grasslands, dense old growth forest, sparkling cascades
along the river’s sides, and frequent appearances from
curious animals. It is a steep river with numerous class 2
and 3 rapids. Always during the spring runoff, and
occasionally during heavy rain, higher water volumes
can produce class 4 and 5 rapids on parts of this river.

Good planning, good gear, and good team dynamics, as
well as a high level of technical canoeing skills, are
required.
The headwaters of the Main River are in the Long Range
Mountains, just east of Gros Morne National Park. We
accessed the headwaters by charter floatplane, departing
from salt water near the mouth of the river, at Sops Arm,
White Bay. We chose the last week of June for the trip,
because the flow rate at that time was expected to be
around 28 cubic metres per second, ideal from our point
of view.
Organizing the expedition was not easy because I was
away and without internet access during the three weeks
preceding the trip. My brother Doug agreed to take the
lead. When I reconnected to the internet the day before
our departure, I found dozens of e-mails addressing every
imaginable detail. The level of planning under Doug's
leadership was exceptional. The plans were broken down
on a daily basis for both cooking fuel and food
consumption, including such details as the anticipated
use of toilet paper. I picked up the telephone and called
Doug to inquire if there was anything left for me to do.
After a few choice words regarding my prior lack of

The Main River, a Canadian Heritage River
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Photo by Doug Goodridge

communication, he assured me that all matters were
settled and that I need only show up on the beach on
Sops Arm with my toothbrush.
There was one e-mail that startled me. Gary Dinn, one of
our group, had inquired whether he needed to bring a dry
bag for his clothing and bedroll. I did not want to
discourage Gary's participation, so I replied that it would
be a good idea. On a few occasions during our trip, he
thanked me for giving that advice.
As we waited on the beach at Sop’s Arm for arrival of the
floatplane, I saw from what was laid out that we had far
too much gear. We went to work rationalizing our gear but in the end we still included such luxuries as folding
camp chairs.
When the floatplane finally arrived, the pilot was visibly
displeased to see the volume of gear, already cut in half.
He reported that the weather was marginal and that the
wind conditions above the hilltops would be severe. So
severe, in fact that he claimed to be suffering motion
sickness from the flight over to pick us up. He ordered us
to shed more gear to lighten the planeloads.
The Cesena floatplane could take two passengers and one
canoe each trip, so we needed three trips. My paddling
partner was Dennis Johnston; he and I took the first flight.
This turned out to be a near miss. We started far out in
the bay with a take-off path toward the shore. As we sped
along the salt water, heading toward shore and gaining
speed, the plane refused to lift. At one point, the
pontoons left the water only to catch the wave tops again
and settle back on the ocean surface. Finally, the plane
left the water surface, but the trajectory of flight was
going to bring us dangerously close to the hills
Ebb & Flow Spring 2020

surrounding the bay. Just as we were about to make
contact with the treetops, the pilot pulled the steering
wheel full back, momentarily hopping over the tree tops
but then immediately settling back, lower again. The pilot
made a steep bank to the right weaving down the valley.
Within a few seconds, which seemed much longer, we
were in the clear. The pilot, in light-hearted fashion,
commented, "Everything according to plan. The main
thing is, don't panic."
From the air, we studied what we could see of the Main
River and its surrounding terrain. We spotted a moose
with her calf, perhaps a dozen caribou, and then a single
caribou doe with a calf. It was good to see such an
abundance of wildlife in the river valley. We saw more
snow than we expected as we made our final approach
into the Four Ponds unit at the headwaters. Snowdrifts
were still melting along the shoreline even though we
were into the last week of June.

Descending the River
From the Four Ponds there is relatively easy stretch for the
first few kilometres of river, ending at the Boulder
Garden. We made our first camp just above the Boulder
Garden.
The Boulder Garden extends for six kilometres. There are
many challenges on this section of the river and it
required quite a bit of scouting time. It took us four hours
to paddle this stretch, including time lost due to
‘incidents’. There were three occasions in the Boulder
Garden when a canoe swamped. On one of those
occasions, a canoe was turned sideways on a rock, with
the force of the river's flow driven into the inside of the
Page 10

hull. It took all six of us a great deal of effort to overcome
the force of the water and dislodge the canoe. On
another occasion, a canoe became wedged between two
rocks on river right, while the rescue teams in the other
two canoes were on river left. Using two rescue throw
ropes, with all hands pulling, we managed to maneuver
the canoe into an eddy then back across the river.
During this incident, one of the dry bags separated from
the canoe and disappeared down the river. Frank O’Dea,
owner of the bag, advised that its contents were nothing
important.
A pleasant seven-kilometer stretch, known as the Big
Steady, follows the Boulder Garden. As the name
implies, the Big Steady is a meandering section of river
with many lush green islands. The riverbanks are
plateaus, which would all be under water during the
spring run-off. The fertile sediment laid down during runoff creates a verdant environment of broad leaf plants
and grasses, ideal vegetation for wildlife. We saw several
caribou with calves as we paddled along at a gentle
pace. The flow of the river pushing us along, along with
a light wind on our backs, made the paddling effortless;
we covered this section in under an hour.
We camped at Paradise Pool, at the end of the Big
Steady. We spent about an hour salmon fishing, and the
fish were ravenous for our flies. It was good action and
good fun. We kept
only one fish, for
dinner, and released
the others.

boarding the helicopter. It was amusing to see this
picture perfect trio so far in the country. The three cast
polite but dismissive glances our way, obviously
unhappy to discover they had competition in the angling
department. We advised them not to worry; we planned
to break camp, “the pool is all yours.” Their smiles told
us that they were not disappointed with this news.
We broke camp almost immediately to begin the final 33
kilometres of the river. There is a warning sign at
Paradise Pool -- “Canyon Ahead – Experienced Paddlers
Only.” This is the most challenging section of the river
and is suited for experts only - or for those like us, who
think they are experts.
Dennis and I had paddled this river before, and
anticipated the upcoming ledges and drops. On the first
big one, we pulled into an eddy perhaps 1 00 metres
above the ledge, and walked down to take a view.
Standing on a boulder at the top of the narrow opening
to the ledge, we studied the force of water and the
direction of flow to pick a channel that we could weave
through successfully. We were there about 1 0 minutes
planning a route. Suddenly, from around a bend in the
river, Gary Dinn and Frank O’Dea, in their Mad River
canoe, came into view. They had missed our parked
canoe upstream and had wrongly assumed that we had
passed through the drop. We could hardly believe our
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We woke the next
morning to the noise of
a helicopter descending upon our campsite.
That was a surprise
and disappointment, to
have our wilderness
experience interrupted.
The first person to step
off the helicopter was a
young woman who
appeared to be ready
for a modeling shoot
with
Land's
End
magazine. Everything
she wore was brand
new. Next off were
two elderly men, also
with brand-new everything, from long rubber
boots to fishing vests
and fishing rods. They
just had time to
remove the price tags
from their gear before
Page 11

Mid-afternoon I caught sight of Frank's dry bag, washed
up in the shallows and partially submerged. It was torn,
but its contents, soaking wet, were all still intact. I
opened it and was surprised to discover the keys to
Frank's vehicle and Gary's wallet and IDs. Nothing
important at all!

Over the rest of the day, we encountered several more
ledges. On a few of them, we portaged the gear and
then went through the white water drops with empty
canoes. This gave better buoyancy with resulting extra
freeboard. The excitement was fabulous. On one of the
wild rides, with gear emptied from the canoes, one
canoe crashed hard into a rock leaving a silver dollar
size piece of the hull behind and only a thin rubber
membrane to keep out the water. This damage was in the
bow and below the water line, requiring Gary and Frank
to paddle with stern first from then on.

About seven kilometers below Paradise Pool is Sunshine
Pool; this is another great salmon fishing spot. The river
narrows significantly above the pool, then cascades into
a wide-open area, almost like a pond. We shot through
the cascade with empty canoes, for the adrenalin rush.
The frothy bubbles below the cascade reduced our
buoyancy, but it was a fun ride.

Photo by Wiliam Goodridge

eyes as the Mad River canoe plunged into the narrow
white water rip, which served as the opening for this
drop. Gary in the stern looked as calm as a hurricane's
eye. With skill and some good luck, they maneuvered
over the ledge and then torpedoed safetly through the 50
metre run at its base.

From Sunshine Pool to the Kruger Bridge (2.5
kilometres), there is an area with steep rock walls on
both sides of the river forming a V, and continuing for
400 metres with wild water and
standing waves. Dennis and I rounded
a corner in the river and were caught
by surprise as we entered this boil with
no opportunity for escape. We did our
best, but were constantly shipping
water in our failed attempts to avoid
the larger standing waves. Three
quarters of the way through, our
gunnels were under water. Still we
worked the paddles and kept the
canoe straight for the final 1 00 metres.
We could see a possible reprieve in an
eddy on the right side of the river. We
attempted an escape into this eddy, but
the canoe went sideways and we were
at the mercy of the current. Dennis and
I pushed under water despite our life
jackets. Then my right leg became
entangled in the stern rope, and the
canoe, propelled by the force of the
river, dragged me along. I could not
believe my misfortune and knew that
this could be serious. I was working,
sometimes under water and sometimes
grabbing a breath, trying to release the
rope from my leg. Just as I freed my
leg, the bow of the canoe hooked a
boulder. Dennis managed to get
himself behind that boulder and out of
the river’s force. By good luck, the
exterior hull of the canoe was exposed
to the current as opposed to the inside
hull; this was what saved our canoe.
Even with the water splashing off the
outside of the hull it took Dennis and
me all our strength to pull the canoe
away from the force of water.
We bailed our canoe and then made
our way back up river to help the
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others track past this hazard. For some reason, they were
not interested in attempting this run!
At the Kruger Bridge there is a woodland road giving the
choice to leave the river and pass on running the
remainder of the trip. This can be an attractive option.
We camped there for the night, but resisted the
temptation to abandon our adventure.
The canyon below the bridge features steep cliffs and a
fast, downhill ride for 23 kilometres. The slope is 1 1
metres per kilometer, so this portion of the river is not for
the faint of heart. The river runs through the canyon too
fast to have luxury of frequent scouting breaks. Eddies are
infrequent, and except for a few spots, scouting is tricky
due to the steep cliffs and absence of a shoreline. A spill
in the canyon means a wet ride down the river for a few
hundred metres at least, and maybe much more. We had
no incidents in the canyon. Even our clothes, at least
from the waist up, remained dry except for the sweat
from our efforts. With a 60-minute break for lunch, we
completed the Canyon in four hours; that gives a good
indication of the speed of the river in that area.
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Reflection
It is only after the completion of such a trip that I realize
how much pleasure the good company and adventure
give me. On occasion, during a trip of this nature, when
you are wet, cold and hungry, or when the flies are
feasting on your blood, it does not seem so wonderful.
But now I have no recollection of those tougher times
when reflecting on a trip - I only recall the happy times.
We were cautious and always tried to minimize the risks
along the way. In the end, we were left with a sense of
accomplishment and a commitment to each other to do
another a similar trip in the future.
If you're considering it: descent of the Main River can be
done in three days, but to enjoy the trip, and take in a
little salmon fishing, five days would be better.
WIlliam Goodridge
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Kayak Support for the Tickle Swim
How many kayakers seek out the water for a mental
reset? Does the water bring you peace? Do you enjoy the
rhythm, the meditation and the feeling of the swell under
you as you glide through the water? Just writing about it
makes me feel something deeply. The desire to be in or
on the water is strong from everywhere inside me. There
is little I can tell the paddling community about the
important connections between physical health and
mental health, especially in these challenging times.
What I can tell you, though, is that swimming and
kayaking certainly help my mental health, and are the
main reasons I began participating in the Tickle Swim for
Mental Health in 201 5.

What does the support kayaker do?
The primary responsibilities of a support kayaker are to
efficiently escort a swimmer across the Tickle, offer
support and encouragement, provide something to hold
on to for periods of rest, carry nutrition/water, carry the
swimmer’s belongings, and alert motorized rescue crafts
to distressed swimmers.
I cannot stress enough the importance of the emotional
support the kayaker provides during the swim. In my
own swims, just knowing I could trust the guidance and
judgment of my support kayaker was like an imaginary
hand holding me up above the waves. You’d be
surprised how necessary that reassurance is when the
stress of the swim makes it hard to see or think straight.
Sometimes, a kayaker must convince their swimmer that
they know best, which takes a lot of trust–take it from
me!

What safety equipment is required? Recommended?
In addition to the Department of Transportation
minimum requirements - personal floatation device, 1 5m
floating throw-line or throw-bag, manual water pump or
bailing device, and a whistle - the Tickle Swim requires a

Photo by David Hiscock

In case anyone doesn't already know, the Tickle Swim
for Mental Health is a 5 km open-ocean swim across the
Tickle from Portugal Cove-St. Philip’s to Bell Island in
support of the work of the Canadian Mental Health
Association, Newfoundland and Labrador Division
(CMHA-NL). Its aim is to raise awareness and reduce
stigma around mental health and mental illness in the
province. I’ve done the swim five times, and I’ve sat on
the Tickle Swim Organizing Committee as the lead
kayaker since 201 7. My focus has been helping the event
grow and evolve in a safe way– something that cannot
be done without the annual assistance of support
kayakers. Maybe you have helped in the past (thank
you!), or maybe you are interested in helping in the
future? If you are the latter, I've put together some
information about what you might expect if you decide

to join us. The swim organizers are still refining the
guidelines for kayak support, but this will give you some
idea of how things may work at the next swim.
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few more things:
• The kayaker must hold at least Paddle Canada Level 1
certification.
• The kayak must be a minimum of 1 4ft in length with
bulkheads or internal float bags, bow and stern lines, a
rudder or skeg so it can maintain a straight line in the
wind, and a watertight hatch to hold the swimmer's
things.
• The kayaker must wear proper thermal protection, a
wetsuit or drysuit for example, and a spray skirt.
• The kayaker must carry an extra PFD or paddle float
should their swimmer become distressed and need
floatation support.
The swim organizers have provided additional safety
equipment, including signal flares in case of emergency.
Some kayakers also carry VHF radios, although they are
not required and the organizers do not provide them.

I have lots of experience on the water with boats; do I
need to do Level 1 ?
Yes, you do. To support a swimmer, you must have
practiced and know how to perform kayak self-rescues,
in addition to being able to handle a kayak in the
weather and coastlines of Newfoundland. The swim
organizers can't verify that for each paddler, but
requiring a minimum of Paddle Canada Level 1
certification reassures them that you can handle the
conditions you and your swimmer might encounter. This
is consistent with other large Canadian open-ocean
swims accompanied by support kayakers, such as the
annual Big Swim between Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
and PEI. Equivalent experience in a boat other than an
ocean kayak isn't an acceptable substitute for this
requirement.
In exceptional cases, the Lead Kayaker could decide to
waive this requirement for paddlers with years of
experience but no formal training or skills evaluation. So
if you've done a successful solo circumnavigation of
Newfoundland in a sea kayak, contact the swim
organizers. But if you haven't, passing your level 1
qualification is probably easier!

Will I need to rescue a swimmer or kayaker?
Not directly. It is preferred that support kayakers not put
themselves at undo risk by directly engaging with a
distressed swimmer or kayaker, as the risk of capsize is
too high. The basic rescue plan for someone in need of
rescue involves alerting a motorized rescue craft, and
keeping everyone calm while waiting for them to arrive.
The flares provided to the kayakers can be used to signal
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the need for help. This basic plan is designed to keep all
parties safe and is reviewed with support kayakers prior
to the swim. Swimmer/kayaker pairs are also expected to
also review and discuss the rescue plan before the swim.
The actual rescue of a swimmer or kayaker falls to the
trained operators of the rescue crafts, which in past years
have been provided by the Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary, by RelyOn NuTec (a global provider of
safety support to industry), and by Ocean Quest (a
Newfoundland diving operator). Other motorized boats
operated by volunteers fill lead and sweep roles, and can
also offer rescue assistance until a rescue craft arrives.

Does the Tickle Swim offer training for support
kayakers? Practice sessions?
The Tickle Swim organizers do not offer level 1 kayak
training. This is available in the kayaking community
through a variety of local organizations and at a range of
costs. There are Level 1 instructors who have generously
offered to provide steep discounts on Level 1 training for
kayakers participating in the swim. Information about
these training opportunities can be obtained by
searching for courses through Paddle Canada’s website,
the annual PNL Skill School, or by contacting the Tickle
Swim.
The swim organizers do hold practice swims, however,
to help participants get an idea of what the event is going
to be like. They encourage all swimmer/kayaker pairs to
attend one of these events – and, of course, to practice
on your own.

What kind of weather conditions should I expect?
The “go/no-go” decision for the event hinges on the
combination of wind speed and direction, swells, and
tide. Generally, the organizers prefer to have a sustained
head or tail wind speed of less than 20 km/hr, swell
height less than 0.5m, and the smallest tidal range
possible (which means less current). Wind gusts may be
above 20 km/hr but not by much, and not sustained
above 20 km/hr. Ideally, the weather conditions fit
within Paddle Canada's definition of "Class 1 ," and are
thus safe for kayakers who have Level 1 certification.
The event always sets the following day as an alternate,
should the weather be unfavourable the day of the swim.
Weather information comes from a variety of reliable
sources, and is specific to the Bell Island area. The
stability of the weather system over the 24-hour period
following the swim is also assessed, and the information
provided to all kayakers so they can make plans for their
return trip from Bell Island after the swim is completed.

Does the Tickle Swim organize a group paddle back
after the swim?
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No, the logistics of the swim finish make this impossible.
Swimmers finish over a span of a few hours, and there is
a reception afterwards. Some paddlers wish to return to
the start as soon as their swimmer finishes, some like to
continue on for a day paddle, still others wish to stick
around for the reception, and many others pack their
boats up at the finish and take the ferry back (free of
charge, by the way). Moreover individual choices
depend on the weather and direction of travel and are
subject to change.
This makes it impractical for all paddlers to return from
Bell Island together. The swim safety coordinators are
concerned that all kayakers return to the starting point
safely, and ask every kayaker what their return plan is.
They assist paddlers taking the ferry back, and expect
kayakers to confirm via text when they have returned
“home.” For those paddling back, the rescue craft are
available to assist until the last kayaker is safely back on
"the mainland."
What often happens is paddlers will group up at the
finish and organize their return paddles together, letting
event coordinators know their plans. Sometimes, leads
and sweeps are identified in flotillas of strangers, other
times friends go off together. Although these paddles are
informal, safety and communication are fundamental,
and kayakers are supported in whatever return plan they
make. Nobody is left alone to fend for themself.

Do I need to know a swimmer to help?

How do I get more information?
The easiest way to get the most up-to-date and accurate
information is through the website https://tickleswim.com
or by email at office@cmhanl.ca.
I want to say a colossal THANK YOU to each and every
kayaker who has participated in this event over the past
seven years. You are so fundamental to its success and I
want to do everything I can to keep your faith in this
event strong. Every year we learn something, every year
we grow and evolve, and every year we have to accept
that we cannot avoid all risk but are working hard to
ensure the safety of this tremendous challenge in the NL
environment. The event solicits feedback from
participating kayakers and often those recommendations
make it into the next year’s plan. Now, if only we can get
the post swim kayaker social on the go… maybe next
year!
Jenn Guy

Photo by David Hiscock

No. If someone is interested in helping, they can contact

the event organizers through their website, which is
https://tickleswim.com/contact.html. They will be directed to the lead kayaker, who keeps a list of swimmer/
kayaker pairs and interested kayakers. The swim
organizers are not responsible for finding kayakers for
swimmers, but can facilitate introductions. It's always
helpful in the days leading up to the event to have a
couple of extra kayakers in the mix and on the water
during the event.
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Some Thoughts on Knots
Ever try tying a big boat to a trailer when all you can
manage is an overhand knot? You know the one - the
tight little bundle of complication in your cordage that
manages to find its way into everything from that new
salmon leader, to the Christmas lights you so carefully
stored last year. That knot is going to stay there, but that
certainly does not mean your load will. Never fun seeing
something you tied down with your "best" knot shift in
the wind at 50km/hr. The overhand knot has its place,
but it's not recommended for securing a load.
I was certainly in the "If you can't tie a knot, tie a lot"
club at that point in time, and I wanted to change that. I
began to look at reading material, figured out a few knots
for my camping use, and then began to see practical
application for paddling activities as well. If you go to a
resource such as YouTube you can find any number of
great "best knots for camping" videos. It wasn't so much
that I needed to know how to tie the knots; I wanted to
how which one to use for each purpose, and I was glad
to get tricks for making them easier to tie or untie.
So, given that there are over 3,800 uniquely identified
knots according to the encyclopedic Ashley Book of
Knots (Clifford W Ashley, 1 944), how can you squeeze
them down to a "best of" list? A tough task, so I won't
even try. Instead, I'll take some common knots, show
one way to tie them
(there are usually
Overhand Knot
several), and explain how they can
be applied to a day
on the water, or
possibly in camp in
the evening. All the
knots I show here
are relatively easy to
tie and untie, and
they really are all
you need. As they
are easy to untie,
you can always
reclaim your rope
for the next, possibly completely different, use. This is
what I love about
knots - so many
uses for one piece
of kit!
First, let me give
you some terminology:
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Cordage: any rope or cord you can tie a knot in (I use
line, rope, cordage, and cord interchangeably)
Working end: the active end of a piece of cordage
where you are tying the knot
Standing end: the end of the cordage where you are not
tying the knot
Loaded end: can be either the standing or working end; it
is the end from which force is being applied away from
the knot
Fixed end: end of the cordage tied around a stationary
object
Bight: a length of rope that does not cross itself, usually
forming a semicircle
Loop: A length of rope that does cross itself, forming one
of two types of loop. In an overhand loop, the working
part lies above the standing end. In an underhand loop,
the working part lies below the standing end
Hitch: A knot used to secure cordage to an object
Bend: A knot joining two pieces of cordage
Ok, now let's get down to business!

The Overhand Knot (aka Thumb/Stafford knot)
Uses: This is the simplest form of "stopper" knot for a
single strand. Used primarily to prevent a length of
cordage from slipping through a smaller diameter gap in
an object. Remember that old swing you had? Likely a
stopper knot like this is holding the seat on the ropes.
Method: form an overhand loop in your cordage, then
bring your working end up through the loop from below.
Practical Application: I truly never gave this knot credit
until opportunity presented itself in a big way. I was
about a kilometer offshore, with an offshore wind, when
our outboard motor failed. The backup motor had not
been used in some time, which became painfully
obvious when the rotten starter cord broke at the first
pull. I had some spare paracord on me, I always do
nowadays it seems. I managed to tie an overhand
stopper knot to hold the cord in a notch in the flywheel,
and a Marlin Spike knot (see below) around a
screwdriver at the other end of the line, and two pulls
later we were up and running again.
For kayaking, I came across a super tip last week. When
wearing neoprene gloves, your tactile sensitivity is lost,
and grabbing a deck line if you spill is no easy task. Tie
a stopper knot in your deckline mid points, between your
fittings, and it'll be easier to grab!
Tip: This knot will readily jam if under load, making it
hard to untie. So be careful where you use it.
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The Marlinspike Hitch

The Half Hitch

Uses: A temporary knot that that can be used to attach a
handle to the cordage.

Uses: When tied with 2 or more hitches, this is a
temporary or semi-permanent knot for hitching to an
object or anchor point, such as a ring, dock, post, or tree.

Method: Form an overhand loop and then fold that loop
over the loaded end. Take a fixed item such as a dowel,
branch, or screw-driver, and fit it over the left side of the
loop, under the standing bight in center of loop and over
the right side of the loop. Draw tight by pulling on the
loaded end.
Practical Application: Apart from my example above of
saving my bacon as a pull start for my motor, consider a
scenario where the grab handle on your boat has broken.
With a short length of rope and a branch, possibly even
your paddle, you can have a quick carry handle. It can
also make a great anchor point to attach a hammock to
your supporting strap/cordage.
Tip: In places where there is a constant tightening and
slack-ening of the load, this knot may loosen. If you
continue to use it, best to tie a stopper knot on the end
that is not loaded to prevent the knot from slipping.
Marlinspike Knot

Method: After putting the working end around the object,
cross it over the standing end, and then put the working
end through the loop formed. Take the working end and
cross over the standing end again, then put the working
end through the newly formed loop and draw the knot
tight on the standing object.
Practical application: Great for tying one end of cordage
to a bumper, or carry rack. While 2 hitches are all that is
required to hold the knot, more half hitches can be
added to take up the slack at the end, and adds further
security to the knot.
Tip: Be careful - unlike the marlinspike hitch, if the
standing object is removed, the knot will collapse to the
equivalent of a jammed overhand knot. If not tightened
to the standing object the knot can work loose, or
introduce slack if used to tie down a load.

The Bowline Knot
Uses: This is a very useful and relatively strong knot. It
can be used to form a loop, and then pass over an object,
or by passing the working end around the object and
tied, e.g. a closed mooring point like a ring. Anywhere
you need a sturdy loop at the end of a line, think of this.
Half Hitch
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Bowline Knot

looking for a long term solution that will, as name
implies, see the water a lot.

The Alpine Butterfly Knot (aka Lineman's Loop)
Use: Very quick to tie. The loop can take load from any
direction without weakening it. It can be tied at any point
in the cordage, including the end if it needs to be used as
a hitch.

Butterfly Knot

Method: Measure out approximately the radius you want
for the loop which you will be forming at your working
end. Form an overhand loop at this point in your
cordage. Bring the working end up through this loop,
around the back of the standing line, and put at least 2"
of line back down through the loop from above. You may
have heard this explained as the rabbit goes up through
the hole (overhand loop), around the tree (standing end),
and back down the hole (overhand loop). To dress the
knot - pinch the working end to the right side of your
loop and pull standing end and the pinched working end
evenly.
Practical application: I often tie a bowline at the end of a
line, wrap the loop around an object, such as my
vehicle's trailer hitch or a tree, and then run the standing
end back through the loop. This is a semi-permanent,
quick hitch. The flexibility and ease to tie also make it a
tremendous rescue knot for placement under the arms,
around torso, which does not constrict - allowing for safer
lifting, or towing a person across current.
Tip: There are many bowline knots. Look for some others
online that may be more suitable for your purpose - e.g.
The water bowline knot is a stronger knot if you are
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Method: Decide on where you want this knot in your
line. Begin by laying the line across your palm. Taking
the working end, which in this case will be the line
closest to your thumb, wrap the line around your hand 2
more times, creating 3 parallel lines approximately 1 "
apart lying on your hand. Reach under the line closest to
your fingertips (#3), and pinch the middle line (#2). Pull
this bight up under the line closest to your fingertips (#3).
Fold this bight back across lines #1 , and #3, so that it
now becomes the closest line to your wrist. Reach under
lines #1 , and #3, and pinch #2 again, drawing this bight
under the other two lines. Continue to draw bight out to
form the knot.
Practical Application: In a rescue exercise recently I was
asked to assist in a tow. My rope was a throw line,
slightly different from a tow rope. I quickly modified the
rope using 2 butterfly knots, and carabiners for quick
release.
Tip: Familiar to climbers as a tie-off point, the loops
formed could be used as a makeshift hand and toeloop
ladder for climbing too.

The Slip Knot (aka Running Knot)
Uses: From knitting to camping to climbing, this is a
useful knot to form a quick loop for a hold on an object.
Method: This is a very simple knot to tie, and it "slips" out
of the line to be completely removed when done. The
best way I can probably explain expected application
until you get used to tying it is as follows. Pick an object
you want to put the loop you will form over - the target.
Touch your working end to target, now make an
overhand loop towards the target. Take your standing
end, a pull a bight up through the overhand loop.
Pinching the bight and your working end, pull them in
opposite directions to tighten the knot on the standing
end. Result is a loop you can put over your target object,
and collapse onto your target. Remove the loop when
done, and pull working end and standing end in opposite
directions - and voila - knot gone.

Ok, getting to the end of things now, so many knots I
would like to talk about. I will mention at least one bend
to complete the basic set. How many times have any of
us been out for a day and we have a situation where we
have two pieces of cordage that are almost long enough
for the job, but I really need one longer one?

The Trucker's Hitch
Uses: A compound knot used to secure boats, or other
loads, on top of, or in the bed of, your vehicle.
Method: If you know how to tie some/all of the knots
above, you already know how to do this! Start with knot
of your choice to tie to your bumper. I will use a folded
bowline running the working end back through the loop,
but other options could be a double half hitch, slip knot (I
would suggest with a stopper), even a butterfly.
Loop cordage through a point at the end of your boat,
such as the grab handle, or equivalent, and let dangle for
the moment. At midpoint or so of your standing line
(depends on length of cordage you have left dangling
really), tie a slipknot as if the target is your bumper (i.e.
looking up the standing line to your boat, make an
overhand loop and make a bight in the line above the
loop and pass through the overhand loop from above). If
you always tie down your boat this way, the more
permanent butterfly knot is a better option. Grab the
dangling working end and put it through the loop you
just formed in standing end. Draw this working end up
towards boat. This is a 3:1 mechanical advantage, so just
Slip Knot

Practical Application: A very quick mooring line if you
have a post to tie on to, or an excellent knot to replace a
torn out tarp grommet in a pinch. Grab a smooth stone,
balled up sock, etc, and wrap a portion of the tarp
around it. Form your slipknot and place it fully over your
new hold point, right down at the base of your wrapped
object, so that the wrapped object is trapped within your
slipknot. When done, reclaim your sock, and slip your
knot. In a survival pinch, this is your game snare as well.
Tip: Usually overlooked, as it can loosen if the rope is
alternately slack and tight, and can damage to an object
if you are not aware of the crushing strength of the loop.
It would not be a good rescue knot if tied around
someone's chest in a lift situation for example.
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make it tight, do not break your boat. Pinch the working
end right at the point where it crosses your loop, and tie a
double half hitch. For any additional rope left over, you
can continue to form half hitches, if practical.
Practical Application: Anywhere you need to tie
something down, like a boat to a roof rack, or sofa to a
pickup bed. Very applicable for a tarpline, hammock
setup, or potentially tent lines. Anywhere you need to
draw a loose line tight to keep something in place!
Tip: Use this wherever and whenever you can! It is the
perfect culmination of so many other knots and tips all
rolled up into one. The better you are at it the cooler you
will be.
There you have it - so many knots, so little time! If you
take away anything from this article, let it be an interest
in an overlooked piece of lightweight and versatile gear,
that is almost always readily available - cordage. Do not
take my word for it - get out there and give them a try for
yourself!
Bill Drover
Photos by Bill Drover

On the Newfoundland Coast
Winner of the the 2020
Newfoundland and Labrador
Award for Excellence in the
Visual Arts

To see more collages of
Newfoundland and elsewhere,
visit joyhecht-arts.com
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Exploring Resettled Communities:
A Data Perspective
One of my reasons for getting into sea kayaking was to
visit resettled communities.
Resettlement has a long and fascinating history. The
people of this province moved into numerous harbours
around our rugged coast in search of better access to the
vital fishery. Logging and mining also drew migrants.
Over time, however, with improved technology,
proximity to resources began to matter less and access to
modern services became more important. Compounding
this trend was the depletion of fish stocks, especially in
more recent years. Thus from well before Confederation,
to the resettlement programs of the 1 950s and 1 960s, to
Little Bay Islands just this last year, this transition has
been ongoing for a long time.
Much has been written (and much more sung) about
resettlement, particularly its social impacts. However,
when I started checking into which communities I would
be interested in visiting by kayak, I found it difficult to
obtain the types of information I was looking for.
Answers to basic questions about these places – where
they are and how many people lived there - was either
scattered or seemingly not available at all. While there
are some lists of communities online, they are incomplete
with little or no accompanying information. So, when I
could not find the types of information I was looking in
one spot, I decided to compile it
myself.
The following table and map
briefly summarizes some of my
research, based on census data
from the first one in 1 836 through
to the present. I have ranked the
communities based on the
maximum population attained,
showing the census year this
occurred, location information,
and, where possible, the name of a
family that lived there. (In some
instances I had to rely on other
records such as the Lovell or
McAlpine Business Directories to
find family names). The table
contains only the largest 40
places. There are about 870 in
total - way too many to include
here!
One challenge of compiling data
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over almost 200 years is that place names change often.
Furthermore, for most of this period there was no fixed
geography, unlike present-day municipal boundaries
established and altered by legislation. For these reasons,
adjacent places may be combined or listed separately,
depending on the census year.
To avoid duplication, I have attempted to assign a
separate rank only in instances where a community is not
already included as part of a larger total. For example,
the figures for Flat Islands (see 8) for 1 884 appear to
include Port Elizabeth. For this reason, Port Elizabeth is
not ranked, but is only shown for information purposes.
Some of these places may not fit your idea of a resettled
community. One such place, Argentia (the present site of
the Marine Atlantic ferry terminal, ranked third in the
table) was resettled in the winter of 1 940-41 to make way
for the U.S. naval base. Previously called Little Placentia,
the population of 573 in 1 845 made it the largest
settlement along the east side of Placentia Bay in that
year (Encyclopedia of Newfoundland and Labrador).
Many places were much smaller; more than half had a
population of less than 30 people. Personally, I find
these as interesting as the larger ones, maybe more so.
Who were these people who moved to remote locations often jagged little islands or
coves - to begin a new life?
So far, I have visited about a
dozen of the top 40 by
kayak, including Little Bay
Islands,
Flat
Islands
(Bonavista Bay), and much of
Placentia Bay. As well, I
have been to Exploits
numerous times. This is for
good reason. Not only is it
the largest and possibly most
beautiful, but my brother
happens to have a summer
home there – a restored
homestead originally built in
1 890.
I trust you will find this
useful as you plan your next
adventure. There are so
many interesting places to
see, and so little time! Which
ones will you visit next?
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Paddling Western Brook Pond:
Types I, II & III Fun
Following Labour Day weekend, peak summer season
had come and gone in Central Newfoundland, and most
of the staff at Rafting Newfoundland, the only
commercial rafting company on the island, had returned
to school with the rest of the world. Three members of
the crew remained, Shawn Stewart, Austin Hutcheson,
and me.
Shawn and Austin are true seasonal warriors, guiding on
the river in the summer and instructing in the mountains
during the winter. Making careers out of adventure and
travel, Shawn and Austin have skills and certifications in
many adventure sports including raft guiding,
snowboarding, rock climbing, and sea kayaking.
My story is a little different. I left my career in aquatic
research a few years ago to embark on a meandering
quest of self-discovery, and found a home in
Newfoundland. Wanting a job that suited my outdoor
lifestyle and love for white water kayaking, I went to
work for RaftingNL as the safety kayaker and as a raft
guide in training. Unfortunately, early in the summer I
crushed a bone in my left hand and was unable to use my
entire left arm, let alone do any kayaking. Although
unable to work, I remained on site so that I could stay
familiar with the day-to-day operations of the company,
in hopes that I could return to work before the season's
end. Despite the severity of my injury, I had a remarkably
speedy recovery and was given the green light by my
doctor to return to work near the end of August.

For Shawn and Austin, it had been a long season, sending
tourists down the Exploits River day after day, reciting the
same speeches, telling the same jokes, and playing the
same games. Although they are privileged to have jobs
that deal in fun, there is a certain level of monotony in
every job. Being a raft guide demands a high level of
performance, energy, and attentiveness, and as a result it
is physically and mentally taxing. In contrast, I had had a
long summer of unwanted rest, and was eager to get back
on the water. So we all sought to replenish our souls
with what we had missed, wilderness and adventure.
We decided that we wanted to experience the iconic
towering cliffs of Western Brook Pond in Gros Morne
National Park. Although there is a ferry that runs to the
end of the fjord, we wanted a more intimate experience
with the environment, which called for sea kayaks. We
had most of the gear we needed, but we didn't have sea
kayaks.

Gathering information, boats & companions
Upon mentioning our plans to paddle to the end of
Western Brook Pond, other experienced paddlers warned
us about the wind’s tendency to tunnel and amplify in the
fjord, the lack of egress due to the cliffs, and the 2.7 km
we would have to carry the kayaks from the road to the
put-in. Though we recognized that these concerns were
valid, we wanted to do the research and assess the risk
for ourselves.
I consulted a friend
and fellow paddler
who works at the
Gander airport weather station for insight
on what to expect. He
mentioned that the
Environment Canada
data for Gros Morne
National Park are
observed at Rocky
Harbour, and do not
necessarily
reflect
conditions at Western
Brook Pond. He also
cautioned that wind
coming off the Long
Range Mountains to
the east can be
particularly
strong,
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causing extremely dangerous conditions. We
decided to err on the
side of caution, and be
wary of heading out on
the water when there
were easterly or westerly winds. The most
reliable source of realtime wind information
is the website windy.
com, though we crossreferenced it with myweather2.com (which
has specific Western
Brook Pond forecasts)
and Environment Canada, to be sure we would
be properly equipped
for precipitation, temperature, and wind.
Having largely focused
on weather in the 1 1 km stretch through the cliffs, we
underestimated the impact the wind could have on the
5km paddle across the harbour. Recalling my experience
the year prior, when I paddled in a tandem canoe with
Andrew May to the Snug Harbour backcountry campsite
and we contended with ocean-like meter high swells
(admittedly a lot of fun, even though difficult), I should
have foreseen this as a potential hazard and voiced my
concerns to the group.
Looking at satellite imagery of the pond and topographic
maps, we observed that along most of the fjord’s
shoreline there were areas of vegetation with a gradual
ascent before they met the vertical granite cliffs. This
gave us confidence that if the winds were to pick up,
unplanned shore landings would be possible. Consisting
of rock and fairly dense vegetation, these areas wouldn't
ordinarily be suitable campsites, but they could be used
in an emergency. There is only one actual beach along
the eleven kilometers of the north shore cliffs; this should
be borne in mind if you are considering paddling here.
We remained along the north shore for our paddle, so I
cannot provide much detail on the south shore, although
it looks similar on Google Earth.
All this information made us confident that this paddle
was well within our skill and fitness level, so we turned
to the search for boats. We posted on the Paddle NL and
the NL River Runners facebook pages, and heard back
from several people who were willing to lend us sea
kayaks for our trip. Thanks to everyone who responded!
Through Andrew May, we connected with Sarah Graham
and Sam Brenton in Corner Brook, fellow paddlers and
kindred spirits who were keen to join us on our trip.
Sarah’s grandfather being an avid adventurer himself, he
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was kind enough to lend us a tandem kayak and two
singles. We borrowed one more boat from Steve Hoskins
in Tors Cove, which I picked up during a trip to St.
John’s. Now that the boat problem was solved, we
watched and waited with keen anticipation for our
weather window to arrive. When the weather and our
schedules finally lined up the week of September 1 6th,
the trip was a go!

The carry
Between driving from Grand Falls to Corner Brook, loading our boats, collecting our new-found companions, and
driving to the northern reaches of Gros Morne National
Park, it took nearly six hours to reach the trailhead to our
put-in. We unloaded and packed our boats in preparation
for the 2.7 km carry through the coastal lowlands. What
was once an iconic boardwalk hike through the marsh
can no longer be considered a ‘trail’ but is more akin to a
gravel road. This 4.8 meter wide gravel walkway is
relatively level and consistently dry, making it easily
accessible by bicycle or kayak rolling cart but not
suitable for dragging. Unfortunately our hubris got the
best of us and we opted to carry our 4 loaded boats down
the 2.7 kilometers of trail, although it was completely
avoidable.
It’s not that we weren’t aware of the carry. It’s not that we
didn’t have the option of using a bike trailer. We made
the conscious decision to carry the boats in and out. It
was the wrong decision. Make no mistake, this was a
grind. As Sarah and I walked with a boat digging into our
shoulders and stitches in our sides, we contemplated the
fun scale. "Type I fun" is fun in the moment, and often
referred to as simple fun; our experience carrying the
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boats clearly was not that. ‘Type II fun’ is miserable when
it’s happening, but fun in retrospect. Somewhere in
between the second or third trip down the trail I honestly
wondered if I’d look back on this experience fondly.
Now remembering the struggle of carrying the fully
loaded fiberglass tandem down the trail, I know it was
‘Type III fun’, which is no fun at all.
I suppose one could insert some sort of life lesson from
this experience or say that this was the team-building or
character-building portion of the trip. Not so. The
takeaway message here is that no matter how strong or fit
you are, carrying loaded boats hurts, and unnecessary
suffering doesn’t always add to the adventure or foster
fond memories. Learn from our experience. Come
prepared with a kayak rolling cart or bike trailer.
I don’t recall exactly how long it took us to carry all the
boats and gear in but, by the time we finished, we briefly
discussed the option of paddling to Snug Harbour to set
up camp for the night. With only one hour of daylight
remaining we decided it was best to set up camp near the
ferry terminal and do the entire paddle the following day.
There are no official campsites here, but there are some
flat grassy areas suitable for small to medium size tents
amongst the picnic areas.

Paddling the Belly of the Beast!
By the time we had breakfast, geared up, brought our
boats to the put-in, packed up camp, and re-packed our
boats, most of the morning was gone and we were eager
to get on our way. Our put-in was a sandy area just north
of the dock. Rounding the breakwater, we were met with
a light and manageable head wind, and headed directly
for the buoy at the northeastern corner of the harbour.

Past the buoy, we snaked along the shore towards the
cliffs.
We had begun our trip viewing the cliffs of the fjord from
the parking lot. Even at that distance, they dominated the
horizon and were a sight to behold. As we painfully
carried our boats, we kept our eyes fixed on them, and
they motivated us to keep going. Now upon our launch,
they grew closer with every stroke – and the fjord became
more formidable. That day the sky was overcast and the
air masses rising and falling amongst the cliffs was like
the breaths of a living entity. As we were engulfed by the
fjord, the granite cliffs stood taller than the CN Tower at
600m, committing us to the paddle until the very end.
Inside the fjord itself we found a peaceful serenity as we
were sheltered from the northern wind. The views before
us were good for the soul and the infinite beauty allowed
us the simple and easy ‘type I fun’ that we needed
following our ‘type III’ suffer-fest the day before. The
landscape was so vast that the ferry appeared as an
insignificant spec along the south shore. Everywhere we
looked there was something to behold; cascading
waterfalls, massive boulders, interesting vegetation and
fascinating rock formations.
As we quietly admired the scene, we suddenly heard a
powerful and incongruous rumbling that drew our
attention to the far side of the fjord. What sounded like an
excavator moving rock was a rockslide! Massive boulders
let go from the cliff face and tumbled into the water
below. We felt lucky to be present to observe what we
assume to be a relatively infrequent occurrence, but also
felt lucky to be on the opposite side of the fjord – and we
decided to increase our distance from the shore. It just
goes to show that something that’s a billion years in the
making is forever
changing, one rockslide at a time.
As we paddled, the
fjord narrowed from
1 .5 kilometers wide
at its mouth to a
narrow lush valley
where we stopped
for the night. We had
left the boreal forest
behind and entered
a deciduous forest
that provided a
sheltered
canopy
perfect for setting up
camp. At this official
backcountry
site
there were several
suitable places for
tents,
and
the
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directions, I became acutely aware of the muscular
atrophy to my entire left from my recent injury. I began to
doubt my abilities, and felt intimidated by the unrelenting
wind and waves. As a river kayaker, the direction of
travel is typically laid out before me. Here, I was
uncomfortable with the uncertainty and gave up a bit of
progress to pull out my phone and check my bearing. My
eyes fixed on the ferry terminal tower and I headed
directly towards it, yelling into the wind to release my
frustration and channel my efforts. The tower began as an
indistinct speck, but slowly grew into its easily
recognizable shape, and I was reassured that I was in fact
gaining on it.

obligatory picnic table. The clear, nutrient-poor
("ultraoligotrophic") water was clean enough to fill our
canteens without treatment. The clear skies and late
moonrise allowed for remarkable star gazing from the
wharf. When the full moon finally rose above the Long
Range Mountains to the east, the fjord’s remarkable
silhouette was revealed in the night sky.
The next morning, we explored the valley before setting
off on our return journey. If we'd had an extra day, and a
map and compass, it would have been a great
opportunity to hike to the top of the fjord for the million
dollar view. Instead we wandered up dry stream beds for
our own unique perspective on the landscape.

The Return
The flies became unbearable with the heat of the day,
which we took as our cue to leave, as the breeze on the
water would provide us some relief. As we paddled
towards the mouth of the fjord, however, the light south
easterly breeze grew in intensity. By the time we left the
shelter of the cliffs and entered the open water, it was
clear that we were facing a significant head wind.
Not having properly discussed how to handle these
conditions in advance, our group rapidly split up. As I
fell behind the group and saw them go in different
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While we began going in different directions, we somehow all made it to the breakwater at around the same
time. Where I thought Sarah and Sam, in the tandem
kayak, were unwittingly going in the wrong direction,
they chose a different (and probably better) approach
than I. Instead of heading directly for the ferry terminal
and directly into the waves, they paddled directly into the
wind and perpendicular to the waves, then tacked and
surfed back towards the breakwater. Although we were
reunited in the end, we were lucky, as it could have
ended very differently. If I had been any weaker, I would
have been forced onto shore kilometers from the
terminal. Or if one of us had capsized, it would have
been difficult to rescue them. We were fortunate; we
didn't want to consider other possible outcomes.
Although the situation was difficult, once we were all
back on land our thoughts of fear and struggle were
replaced with relief and triumph. We had completed our
adventure with some "type II fun" and had a great time!
I think the different categories of fun all exist to serve a
different purpose, just as every explorer ventures into the
unknown for their own reasons. Personally, the thrill and
gratification of ‘type II fun’ is one of the many reasons I
continue to paddle rapids, and I think has a lot to do with
why people climb mountains. When it comes to
paddling, the risks are inherent, and you must mitigate
them by being well informed, well equipped, and well
trained. Otherwise, you may find that a "type II’ situation
can quickly escalate to "type III" – or have even worse
consequences. This is the category that your adventure
can go without. I am grateful to have been to a place
with such renowned beauty and hope that this article
informs others so they may experience its wonders safely
and responsibly.
Erica Harvey

photos by Erica Harvey
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Paddling Around the Rock
It’s hard to believe that twenty years have passed, that so
much water has passed under the proverbial bridge, that
so many tides have risen and fallen, since the summer of
Y2K when I paddled a sea kayak around Newfoundland.
It was the adventure of a lifetime, no question about it.
Thirteen weeks and almost 1 800 miles, with every kind of
weather, and a new story at every landfall. Every soul I
met along the way was the finest kind.
I wrote a book about it afterward, but as I was thinking
lately about the trip, I went back to the journal instead to
relive it all with twenty years of perspective. Reading the
words I’d written by the light of a headlamp in a windblown tent, seeing again the crossings and the hills, the
bergs and the beauty, brought it all back.
May 27, 2000
The trip has begun. I set out from Quidi Vidi at 8:15am…
a good sendoff. The weather was decent, sea only mildly
choppy and a swell coming from behind that gave a
steady push. Made it to Flatrock for lunch and stopped
for the day in Pouch Cove.
The caves and cuts along the route were something to
see, and I thought how I would like to stay and explore,
but I’m already thinking of the miles to come, and how I
can’t break the concentration. The pounding of the
waves boomed like artillery off to the left as I paddled on
past.
June 3, 2000
I saw a pod of what must have been a hundred porpoises
on the crossing from Old Perlican to Trinity. They blew
past me like missiles, popping to the surface for a quick
jump and a breath as they flew through both water and
air. Saw the first seals of the trip as well, just a few of
them.
Something I’ve noticed about the old-timers I’ve talked
to, the ones that have lived their lives to the beat of the
sea: on land, they tell distance in terms of time, as in, “It’s
8 minutes from Old Perlican to Bay de Verde;” on water,
distances are reckoned in nautical miles. One old salt told
me, “It’s 18 miles from Skerwink to Skerwink,” which
turned out to be spot-on.
June 12, 2000
I’m in the tent, above a huge sandy beach in Lumsden.
Today was actually a good paddling day… left at 9:00am
from Badger’s Quay, made it past Cape Freels and
finished here 19 miles later. The wind was not as much of
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a factor today, for once, but when I got around Cape
Freels, the swells got a lot bigger. Talked to a fisherman I
passed offshore and he said that the longliners have all
left port, which is a good sign, since “the 45-footers need
three good wind days to get out there and back.”
I could use another good weather day tomorrow.
June 25, 2000
I’m hiding in my tent right now, trying to survive the black
flies. They are so thick outside that it almost sounds like
it’s raining hard on the fly. It seems that this mesh is the
only thing that’s stopping them from consuming me
whole. Probably.
I left Fleur de Lis at 7:15 am and headed pretty much
straight across the bay. I made landfall further north than
Harbour Deep, mostly because the wind and waves
pushed me that way. It turned out to be a 23-mile
crossing and a 30-mile day overall, in some fairly
challenging conditions. The sun was out for the entire
day, however, and that made a huge difference.
Everything, including me, is solar powered.
July 4, 2020
I woke up this morning at about 5:30 and went out,
thinking to get an early start. But the wind was up and the
fog was thick, so I bagged it and went back to sleep. I
finally got up at 7:30 and packed up, mostly because I
just couldn’t sleep anymore.
This morning, I was about as low as I’ve been since this
trip began. Depressed, feeling lonely and more than a
little bit sorry for myself. I began telling myself that I could
be done, that I’d be satisfied with coming this far if it
meant that it could all just be over. I felt like I had been
cold to the bone since the trip started and I wanted more
than anything to be someplace warmer. I missed friends
and family and I wondered what, if anything, was going
to give me the desire to continue, with more than 900
miles yet to go?
And then it occurred to me, that maybe this is what I am
here to learn… how to keep going, even when it’s the
opposite of what I think I want. It could be that there are
different levels of emotional strength and perseverance
just as there are with physical endurance, and part of why
I’m here is to figure that out. Maybe I am looking for
answers to a question that I don’t yet know how to ask.
July 24, 2000
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Turned out to be a 42-mile day into Rose Blanche,
picking my way through the little islets offshore of Isle aux
Morts and getting in here an hour or two before
sundown. I was adopted, more or less, by a platoon of
local elementary-aged kids, who took me to the store,
helped me carry my bags and told me stories about the
alcoholic family on the other side of the gut. Donovan,
the towheaded ringleader of the group, gave me a tutorial
on poaching lobster. “You takes the float off yer line, see?
You makes it just long enough to see the line when it’s
low tide and you knows where it’s to because you pinned
it on your GPS. When it’s foggy, you sets your pots and
then when it’s foggy again, you checks them.”
August 9, 2000
Took a day off in Harbour Breton yesterday and left this
morning for the crossing of Fortune Bay. An islandhopping route, first to Segona Island, then Brunette
Island, before making the last 13 miles over to Grand
Bank. A lot of paddle strokes through some fog, some
wind and some pretty big swells at the end of the day.
Pulled up onto a gravel beach just outside town and took
more time than usual to pull my body out of my boat.
Definitely a big day.
August 18, 2000
I thought today was going to be an off-day for sure, what
with the downpour and the high winds of last night. Even
when I got up this morning, the wind was still screaming
in from the southeast. But it died down as the day got
lighter and I left Port Elizabeth in bright sunshine.
The big difference today was that I could see where I was
headed. Unlike the day before, when I had to pick my
way through rock and reef, coming from Burin in the fog,
I could see my way clearly all day. I had lunch at Cape
Roger Island, eating on the beach while a lone humpback
did laps a few hundred yards offshore. The lop got big in
the afternoon, a quartering tailwind that made tracking
difficult and that, along with the late start, meant that I
wouldn’t make Merasheen this evening.

tomorrow, but they’re calling for gales again. It never
ends.
If all goes well, this should be my last night in a tent, my
last night in the smelly bag, my last meal cooked outside
on a single burner, at least for a while. I have been
waiting for the end to come for so long, and now I’m not
sure how I feel. It’s going to take me some time to absorb
all I’ve seen and done in this one summer.

As it happened, I finished the next day. Made it to Petty
Harbour by noon, ate a burger at the little diner on the
north side, then got back onto the water. The wind came
up hard after lunch and big breakers smashed into Cape
Spear as I sheltered in a little cove just past the point. The
crossing from there to the mouth of Quidi Vidi was type-2
fun all the way, but the wind was pushing me in the right
direction (mostly) and the miles fell quickly.
And then I was back through the gut and into Quidi Vidi
harbour. The water was flat and calm, hidden from the
cold wind that blew just outside the entrance, and I
measured my paddle strokes slowly on the inky water. It
was hard to believe that it could actually be over.
Because I wasn’t sure that I’d make it back that afternoon,
I hadn’t told anyone I was coming, and there was no one
at the slipway to meet me. I got out of the cockpit one last
time, pulled the kayak up a few feet and started to
unload. In a few minutes, I would make the short hike to
the bar just up the road, order a beer or two to mark the
occasion, then call around for a shuttle. The miles were
done and I was in no hurry.
Ken Campbell
Ken Campbell lives and paddles in the Pacific Northwest,
where he is Director of the Ikkatsu Project, a non-profit
focused on the health of the ocean. A member of
KNL/PNL since its beginnings, he is always planning his
next trip to Newfoundland. He can be contacted at
ken@ikkatsuproject.org

I did get here to Presque, however, and a finer little
keyhole of a harbor would be hard to find anywhere.
There was once a smattering of communities located here
and close by, but there isn’t much sign of them anymore,
even when you know where to look. Just before dark,
two small fishing boats pulled into the little cove across
from me, and their lights are the only ones I can see as
I’m getting into the sleeping bag.
August 24, 2000
In Tor’s Cove now after a productive day, tenth in a row
without a break, and I only have 21 miles left to Petty
Harbour, 33 to St. John’s. I could probably be done
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